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guidance and monitoring in carrying out their contract to provide varieties of menus for the
students' welfare. These tasks have been undertaken by REACH, a quality circle group of
Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM) Pahang.

This study investigates the daily menus served by cafeteria operators in view of introducing
some changes in the process of menu planning and other related operational process. This is
envisaged to reduce students' menu dissatisfaction by 75% which is a reasonable level that
would match students' taste in line with UiTM's client charter of providing efficient and
effective services through continuous improvement. At the end of this study, workable creative
and innovative suggestions will be recommended on mutual benefits among the food operators,
students and the university itself.

Literature Review

In recent years the concept of customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction has been extensively studied
by marketing researchers and students of consumer behaviour. Customer satisfaction is a
psychological concept that involves the feeling of well-being and pleasure that results from
obtaining what one hopes for and expects from an appealing product and/or service (WTO, 1985
cited by Davis and Lockwood, 1994).

Customers normally purchase goods and services with expectations of creating values to
them. These outcomes are compared against expectations and when outcome matches
expectations, customers are satisfied with the product or services resulting to patronage. This is a
positive disconfirmation which occurs only when outcome is greater than expectation: product/
service performance is better than expected. On the contrary, when there are differences between
expectations and outcomes, dissatisfaction occurs and customers opt for alternative sources. This
is manifested by negative disconfirmation that occurs when outcome is less than expectations:
product/service performance is less than expected. Satisfaction results when there is confmnation
or positive disconfirmation while dissatisfaction is caused by negative disconfirmation.

Menu is an important element in cooked food retail service industry. It is a selling tool when
varieties are offered for the day. Traditionally, menus are displayed so that customers can view
and evaluate the food they like for a meal and its costs. Among the popular types of menus are:

(a) A la carte menu which is literally translated to 'according to the card'. It allows the customer
to choose the number and type of dishes; lists all the dishes provided to customers with its
respective prices. The dishes are cooked when an order is made as such there is a waiting
time and each customer is served at his or her own pace;

(b) Table d'hote menu which literally translates to 'table of the host'. It usually includes a fixed
and limited number of courses. However, each course has some choice of dishes with a price
that is already set or fixed, and customers are served the same meal one course at a time.
This simple style of menu is very popular because it is easy to control costs and there is little
food wastage;

(c) Function menu is a menu for special occasions such as weddings or parties, and has a fixed
price. It has a similarity to a table d'hote menu but offers little to no choice. There can be
four to eight courses, depending on time and cost; and

(d) Cyclic menu is a series of fixed meals which are rotated over time (Noor, 2006 and Magris
et.al, 1993). A cycle can be from 5 days to 5 or more weeks. [t offers limited choice for three
meals in the day, but a good variety offood can be offered. A cyclic menu can be planned to
give a balanced diet, and it enables production and service to be streamlined and controlled.
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A basic understanding of nutrition, methods of preparation, cooking and service; and
creative flair for combining foods is essential so that the menu not only caters to the customer's
appetite, but uses staff sensibly and offers reasonable prices. Healthy eating has many benefits as
it helps to maintain a good weight, ensure we are getting all the essential nutrients, keep us
energetic and balanced, and can also prevent us from many diseases and bad health conditions.
Eating a balanced diet means including foods from all the food groups in the right proportions. A
good menu includes meals that are fresh, nutritious and appetizing, and of the fmest quality
possible at a price which both acceptable to the customer and more than covers the costs of
operation.

Customer satisfaction is an essential factor in the measurement of success in today's business
environment. The fundamental management philosophy is to keep a customer-driven focus as it
involves the customer in developing and monitoring quality, as well as enhancing products and
services in businesses from banks to restaurants and everything between. Even school
foodservice and nutrition programmes are no exception. Many school foodservices and nutrition
programmes have been found that student satisfaction is related to participation and fmancial
stability (Meyer, 2000). The concept of customer satisfaction is recognised as of great
importance because it influences repeat purchases and word-of-mouth recommendation.
Satisfaction reinforces positive attitudes toward the meal whereas dissatisfaction leads to
negative attitudes, thus, lessen the probability of purchasing the same meal.

Kimathi et al. (2009) conducted a research on the sales and gross profit from the healthful
options station that were compared to those of the comfort station. It was found that customers
were satisfied with attributes of the healthful options station (means >3 on a 5-point scale).
Results of paired t tests suggested that customers who had purchased from the healthful options
station rated the station significantly (P<O.OO I) higher for healthfulness of entrees, food
presentation, food quality, overall quality of the cafeteria, length of line, and food choices
available compared to their ratings for the cafeteria in general. Therefore, it can be concluded
that menu with food choices available influences directly the customer satisfaction level.

Many researchers found that consumer demand for healthy food items has stimulated growth
in the restaurant industry (Fitzpatrick et al., 1997; Reynolds & Hwang, 2005). Reynolds and
Hwang (2005) found that the addition of healthful menu items to restaurant menus has been
shown to aid in the development of repeat customers. This self-funded report details the results
of a study of 369 customers of Asian ethnic restaurants located in a major metropolitan area in
the southwestern part of the United States. Data were reported from five Asian restaurant
concepts: Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, and Thai. Participants answered questions
designed to ascertain their dining experience satisfaction levels with the restaurant's selection of
healthy menu items. Results indicated that Caucasian customers (n= 214) had higher satisfaction
rates than Asian customers (n=lll) when asked about the healthy food offerings in each of the
five types of Asian restaurants. Both the Japanese and Thai restaurants received significantly
higher (p<0.05) customer satisfaction levels from Caucasian customers. Rank order of
satisfaction levels for all customers about the selection of healthy menu items was (1) Japanese
restaurants, (2) Korean restaurants, (3) Chinese restaurants, (4) Thai restaurants, and (5)
Vietnamese restaurants. Customer willingness to revisit the restaurant, based on healthy menu
choices, received the same rank order from all customers. Japanese restaurants as a whole are
becoming popular, even though they are perceived as more expensive. This indicates that
customers are willing to spend extra costs if the food consumed is healthy.
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Research Methodology

This section outlines the research design and approaches to accomplish research objectives. In
terms of research design, this study sourced out the primary data through interview and survey
was undertaken on the students who dine at the cafeterias. Records at the Students' Affair
Department (HEP) UiTM Pahang as of July 2008 indicate a total of 5,138 students who were
assigned a specific cafeteria to take daily meals in four cafeterias: cafeteria 2F, cafeteria IE,
Dewan Makan AI-Maidah and Dewan Makan Lazizah. These four cafeterias were on contractual
obligations to provide food to the residential students and similarly were the sample cafeteria for
this study. The population of the study involved 400 students of which 138 (30%) formed as
samples. The students were chosen on the basis of regular dining patronage with these cafeterias.
A menu dissatisfaction pilot study was undertaken on Cafeteria IE, as sample cafeteria, and
focused on the menu at lunch time for reasons of convenience and cooperation. As the samples
were diverse, a stratified sampling was used in collecting data to ensure all students' responses
were inclusive so as to increase samples' statistical efficiency and comprehensive data analysis.

In collecting data, this study made use of multiple methods of data collection such as
discussion with the students where the lecturers involved in the project took 5 minutes during
lecture hour to get a general idea about the satisfaction of the menu at the cafeteria. Class
discussion is conducted to enable the students to. express the opinion with regards of their
satisfaction level. The information gathered during the class discussion will require supporting
evidence and this comes from the number of complaint on the dining hall services. Face- to-face
interviews with 50 students were conducted including the manager and workers of the sample
cafeteria. Survey questionnaires were distributed at three intervals: pre-period and two post
periodic tests. An open-ended pre-period questionnaire, containing II variables, was used not
only to understand the main students' cafeteria related problems but affords the students to
express their opinion freely with regards to the cafeteria food services. The post period first
survey questionnaire, containing 29 simple 4-Likert scale questions of 11 variables, was
designed after the analysis of the pre-period survey findings. Accordingly, the researchers had
grasps on the main problem of the cafeteria food services centered on students' menu
dissatisfaction. The second post period survey questionnaire, containing 49 questions on 4-Likert
scale containing eight (8) variables, were distributed after the implementation of the suggested
recommendation, i.e Student Based Menu Plan, to test the menu satisfaction level of the students.
The data were analysed lIsing the SPSS software which is available at the university.

Unique to an applied research, creative and innovative suggestions were analysed and
evaluated. Accordingly, a Student Based Menu Plan (SBMP) was designed based on the
students' menu preferences during lunch time based on their responses during the interview.
Thereafter, an SBMP was developed for eight weekly varied menu plans. The menus comprised
of vegetables, meat, chicken, fish, seafood, herbal-like raw vegetables and accompaniment of
local sauces including rice to match the differing needs of students' tastes. Acceptances of
SBMP from the cafeteria operators are paramount.

Findings and Discussions

Preliminary investigation of potential causes of monotonous menu reveals that there is a
mismatch of the menu plan and the available food stocks for the day as shown in the Fish Bone
Diagram in Figure I. Other potential causes are discovered, which, among others are I) food
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Table 1. Student Based Menu Plan (SBMP)

Isnin Selasa R1lbu Khamis Umaat Sabtu Ahad

Nasi putih Nasi putih Nasi putih Nasi putih Nasi putih Nasi putih Nasi putih

Nasi ayam kukus Nasi tomato Nasi kebuli Nasi hujan Nasi beriyani Nasi ayam Nasi minyak

panas goreng Berkismis

Pena goreng Kacang pis Pucuk ubi Temng pedas Pacen Kacang Sayur campur

Tom yam sayur goreng lemak Sup sayur nenaslterung Panjang Sawi Goreng

Kangkung masak Kobis cina Bayam goreng cendawan Masak lemak goreng Kubis mssak

kicap goreng Kacang buncis Pucuk paku pucuk paku Bendi Goreng kicap

Nangka masak Tauge Itauhu goreng lemak Sayur campur Kangkung Kangkung

lemak lumis Kacang bOlol Tauhu asam Sayurpapnk masak lemak masak belacan

Reblmg masak masak merah manis Pucuk ubi

Lemak masak lemak

l!<an cencaru lJ<an tenggin Kerang rebus Ikan Ikan bawsl lkan Keli Kerang Rebus

bakar masak pedas Asam pedas Kernbung sweet sour goreng I1ean kembung

Ikan Keli masak lksn Bawal ikan Selar Kicap Ikan cencarn Ikan selar masak cili spi

cili api Masak Merah Ikan Kembung lkan Cencarn ba!<ar masa!< lema!< lkan keli

Udang Illssak Kerang masak bakar masak mcrah Sotong masak cili api masak sambal

merah cili api Asam pedas Kerang masak merah Ikan bawal Sotong masak

Ikan bawal sweel Sotong ikan pari merah Ikan keli masak sweet kicap

sour Sambal Sotong masak masak merah sour

pedasi Kerang Tumis

pedas

Standard Operating Procedure Manual (Good Hygiene Practice)

Simultaneously, an SOP was prepared by the team based on Food Act 1983 & Code of Practice
of Food Hygiene in the months of March, April, May and June 2008 as shown in Table 3. This
SOP in Bahasa Malaysia, was accredited by the Jabatan Kesihatan Negeri Pahang in October
2008 as suitable for use in the entire university's food service delivery system.

Table 3. Contents of the SOP

Content

PengcndaliBIl Makanan

Penyediaan & kebersihan

Penyajian Makanan

Pekerja & pcngcndali maka"an

Peralatan

Lampiran I

Senarai Semak

Kebersihan Makanan

Preparer

Norlaila Abdullah

Sabariah & Yuzai

Azlan & Ku Intan

Uly & Rosliza

Faizah & Suria

Sabariah, Yuzai, Faizah

Ku Intan, Lily, Rosliza, Suna

Date 2008

Marchi April

Marchi April

Marchi April

Marchi Apnl

Marchi April

August

August
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Evaluation of Option 1- SBMP

The options are analysed based on the principles of QCDSM (Quality, Cost, Delivery System,
Safety and Morale) as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Advantages and Disadvantages of SBMP

~;. ~'" :(,;1');, ". " "'.' . - ,{ {:..,. '''AlIv.antae.~(~\;;;'j.' 0" ,~ !; ~>~ : .', '~.'. ,. ,

1. Quality menu - The student based menu matches with the students' menu needs, thus, expects less complaints
from them leading to increase revenues,
2. More choices & affordable menus; students' menu is affordable & enjoyable.

Costs per lunch per person:
Nasi RMI.OO
Kangkung masak kicap RMO,60
Ayam masak merah RM 1.50

RM 3.10
Minuman RM 0,80

Total RM3.90

3. Able to deliver student based menu - The cafeteria meets the expectation of UiTM and students making them
satisfied and happy at lunch time.

4. Students enjoy dining at cafeteria - offering variety of menus at lunch time makes students' campus life better.
Feel at home. Students talk positively about the cafeteria services, thus increases cafeteria's competitiveness,

5. Variety of choices of food at lunch time increases the confidence of the students -When the students are satisfied
with the food, their confidence to undertake academic challenge increases, UiTM is satisfied and cafeteria's worth
increases as well, Ultimately, everyone is geared to achieve greater heights of performance,

!>ft' ~;--, l-'!!~~·,(;~;}r l~i~ ~,-.'J~.;t "-'\'~~:j\.' ,~' ,:,' ~~P\ ~~ , ":,;.,:;.' .~i'?Dls.tdt8'ilJlI'U"S" -, ;' ,;r,'" ,.,",,',\:;,f":. ,.'
;

1. Takes too much time to plan quality menu at the initial stage.
2. ReQuires consistent focus on menu as a core routine iob.

Option 2: Use the Current Menu & Introduce Ala Carte Menu

The current menu plan is continuously implemented in addition to the introduction of Ala Carte
dishes at lunch time. The menu consists of a variety of freshly cook rice and noodles dishes, It is
cooked as and when there is an order. Additional cook is hired. Scope of assigned monitoring
task is to be agreed upon among team members and the cafeteria supervisor. Each team member
will be assigned specific tasks and regular monitoring schedules (thrice a week). Monitoring
reports will be discussed amongst REACH members. Corrective measures will be discussed with
cafeteria 1E supervisor.

Evaluation of Option 2: Current Menu and Ala Carte

The option is analysed based on the principles of QCDSM (Quality, Cost, Delivery System,
Safety and Morale) as shown in Table 5.
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.' . . .~> .,
i/.'i(~·',::, 'J\)',Adv$oti\iU',;,,' ·.,,;,.I.":l1C';:· " ... I , ,.

I. More Varieties of Menu (Ala Carte) - The students have more varieties of menu to choose from.
2 More varieties of dishes at current price

Nasi RM 1.00
Ayam Kari RM 1.40
Sayur lemak RM 0.70

RM 3.10
Air sirap RM 0.80

RM 3.90

3. Ala Carte
Fried Rice or noodle RM 2.70
Air sirap RMO.80

RM 3.50
4. Able to provide variety of menu to the students by offering Ala Carte at lunch time.
5. Small number of students (26%·) are happy to have Ala Carte or ready cook food choice at lunch

time. ·Estimatcd
6. Given more choice of food available at lunch time, it makes majority of the students happy especially during
week end.

.... .,;. ',,'.,,~'.:., :"~ ,{;n~"d·talll$l!'esJ, . ;:;.~ .. ; ~
!-. .. .,'~ ;.,

I.Employment of additional worker - new Cook is to be hired to cook the Ala
carte menu i.e. Cook (I) RM 1,000 per month

2. Requires extra time for the supervisor to manage Ala Carte menu and also the workers to prepare the
inll.redients.
3. Additional investment is needed for Ala Carte ingredients or food stocks i.e. RM 200/day.
4. The majority of the students have limited time during lunch break as such 20 out of 27students are not willing

to order Ala Carte menu during lunch time (based on students' interviews on 14 March 2008.

Table 6. Cost Analysis

:;~ c:~,· 'l~J>tl@~Ni~o/(J.Q1$~i~'!ff:~~~l!If1;'i~4$~"":;': 'iilY!f:ri(Jji1J'1~'(J~lrtfMENtJ;+.ALA CARTE .
!{. 'c', . -',: ·,~t J "~'" ,i. .",.:~~., ;i,;;,.t .. ii, It!.. j' ,t1~';~'~'" ,~." ,':;1:;;.' " .."... .

COSTING COSTING

REACH members work on voluntary basis and Expected numbers ofstudents order Ala Carte per day (5% x
require no actual outflow. 951) = 48 pax
Cost per lunch per student: Price per Ala carte menu = RM3.50

(I) Lunch without drink RM 3.10 Expected revenue Iday = RM 168.00
(ii) Lunch inclusive ofdrink RM 3.90 Impact on existing lunch" =RM 140.40

(75%x 48 = 36x RM3.90)

Expected revenue from food (I semester) Expected revenue from food (I semester)
(9 51students X 53%" = 504 x RM 3.90x 17 (504 pax x RM 3.90x 17 wks x 7 days) RM 233, 906

Wks Revenuefrom Ala Carte
x 7 days) RM233,906 (48 x RM 3.50 x 17 wks x 7 days) RM 19,992

Foregone revenue
(RM140.40 x 17 wks x 7 days) (RM 16,708)

·5 3% is the rate ofstudents dining at the Less: Cost of I cook (RM 5,000)
cafeteria. Expected Revenue RM 232,190

+ Non -financial reason: Majority ofthe students have class
at 2. 10 P. tv! Many prefer ready cookedfood
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Matrix Analysis on Suggested Options

Table 7 shows the matrix analysis of the comparative possible outcomes of both options based on
the five criteria mentioned earlier. This table reveals that option I has better outcomes, total 36,
as compared to option 2 as such the Team recommends Option No 1 as it generates higher
quantitative and qualitative benefits as compared to Option 2.

Table 7. Matrix analysis of options

~.·.. 'i1)~~'"M;.j.{'~j,'· r QEClSX0N ~1~'W~~t\'M<s~: "'~'_ "f' ' " 'j' .

OPTIONS CRITERIA TOTA DECISIO
L** N

Quality Cost Delivery system Safety
Morale

1. Student Based Menu and
SOP 8 6 9 7 6 36 ~

2. Current Menu and Ala
Carte Dishes 2 4 I 3 4 14 X

** Figures represent tbe votes from KIK members

Value-Based Recommendation: Option 1

The SBMP at lunch time is a continuous improvement programme and action plan encompassing
not only the eight weekly menu plans but also monthly menu feedback /suggestion from the
students for sustainability. Subsequently, the implementation activities were conducted from the
months of April, May and July 2008. To carry out the task effectively, necessary implementation
protocol was adhered by obtaining approvals from the Campus Director and the cafeteria
operators.

Trial Runs

Figure 4 shows the results of a series of trial runs conducted on the SBMP implementation.
Other areas relating to SOP training on SOP with Cafeteria IE, as pilot exercise, cooking
operation, food handling and preparations and food display were also undertaken.

Findings indicate that reduced repetitions of original menus was evident as shown in Figure 3
where 5 out of 10 (50%) were not repeated during the periods of trial Run # 1- 5. New menu
(55%) was added and the 33 dishes were now served as compared to 15 (45%) original dishes.
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